History at your Fingertip
Jeremy Miles explores the fascinating world of thimbles with the President of the
Dorset Thimble Society and discovers a wealth of miniature collectables
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encouragement she started looking for
antique thimbles. It was a subject that
quickly had her hooked.
“I started writing to collectors but it got
to the stage where I couldn’t keep up
with all the correspondence so we started
a newsletter. Then people began
contacting me asking if they could join
and I thought ‘join what?’ We got about
half a dozen local people together into a
group and went to the press, radio and
TV.” Elaine was surprised at
how quickly the Dorset
Thimble Society took off.
“Originally we met at my
house but now we have
something like 150
members. There’s a core
of around 50 members
who actually live in
Dorset, but we get people
coming from all over
Norwegian silhouette
the world - Australia,
enamel thimble.
Holland, the USA and

Elaine Gaussen with a
collection of gold thimbles.

The history of thimbles is a
huge subject; their origins
and changing designs
providing a wealth of
interest.
Canada, all over the place, particularly for
the big conferences.”
Both the conferences and meetings, the
next one is at the Wessex Hotel in
Bournemouth on March 18, provide the
perfect platform for discussing the rich
history of this tiny object of desire and
sharing the latest research available about
antique thimbles. “We want to know who
made them, why they were made, what
they were used for and how long ago,”
dorset.greatbritishlife.co.uk
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The study of thimbles is clearly a fascinating and
absorbing subject and draws interest from all over world.
18th century when they
were brought to this
country from Holland.
There’s a lot for people
with a specific interest
in Dorset history too.
Elaine’s own collection
contains thimbles,
needle-cases and boxes
from Bournemouth,
Channel Tunnel
commemorative silver Wimborne, Swanage
thimble from 1994.

beautifully crafted
examples in colours
representing snow and
the midnight sun.
“It’s the work that
has gone into
making them that
interests me,” she
says. Not surprisingly Silver thimble made
such intricately
by James Walker in
the 1930s.
worked thimbles do

not come cheap. Depending on quality
and rarity they can cost between about
£375 and £1,000 each. But that’s
nothing. The record price paid for a
thimble was at Christies in New York
some 30 years ago when a collector paid
£18,000 for a stunning example in yellow
enamel silver gilt.
However budding collectors can pick
up interesting antique thimbles for a lot
less. “A fancy thimble in mint condition
will be worth £40 or £50 but the average
silver thimble, if it’s plain, should cost no
more than £12.” says Elaine, adding, “It
really isn’t a hugely expensive hobby, it
doesn’t take up a lot of space and it’s
absolutely fascinating.” 

THE DORSET THIMBLE
SOCIETY
For more details on the Dorset Thimble
Society and its meetings contact their
Membership Secretary, Jenny Bundock
on 01202 735251 or email jenny@
jgthreads.com. If you wish to go to the
meeting on 18 March at the Wessex
Hotel in Bournemouth you must book in
advance with the Society.
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